1966 sportster
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also compare bikes. When Harley-Davidson bolted their new overhead-valve motor to the
K-Model frame in , the Sportster legend began. The cc displacement advertised as cc was
derived from a 3. Both connecting rods shared a common crank pin, referred to as a 'knife and
fork' design. Each valve was operated by its own cam, simplifying valve train geometry. One
carburetor fed both front and rear cylinders. The Sportster bottom end was nearly the same as
the Harley K-Series flathead motor. Inside the rear of the engine cases housed a "unit"
four-speed transmission. The new overhead-valve motor, fitting neatly under the gas tank,
sported twin cylinder jugs sitting 45 degrees apart, topped off with a pair of cast-iron cylinder
heads. It wasn't until the Evolution Sportsters came out in that the older models were referred to
as "Ironheads". Until the XLH, all Sportsters were kickstart only. To accommodate a larger
battery box and electric starter, the XLH frame was "kicked-back" just above the swing arm
pivot The XLH swing arm was lengthened accordingly. Seat-post tubes were set 1. The two
frames and engine cases were produced from through The kick-start-only XLCH continued
using the original frame and engine cases. In , the early frames and cases were discontinued.
This is why purists believe that is the last "real" XLCH. In , Harley-Davidson changed the front
fork internals which gave an additional 1-inch of travel. Sportster fork tubes, from K models up
to models, and Superglides were The fork sliders were steel, and set up for drum brakes only.
Rubber fork boots "gators" were seen on through Sportsters. Whereas earlier heads were
painted silver, and up heads were painted black. All model Sportsters from thru had the same
frame and swing arm. The show starred wool-capped Michael Parks riding around the country,
finding adventure on his red Sportster XLH. Bud Ekins, the famous Hollywood stunt man,
appeared in several episodes. The TV show and the bike were both popular, prompting
Harley-Davidson to offer a "Bronson Red" paint option for several years. The Bonneville Salt
Flats in northwestern Utah have long been a mecca for high-speed competition. It was here that
a Sportster-powered streamliner motorcycle broke the world speed record in The streamliner
body was a foot-long aluminum tube, with a cross-section of only 23 inches. Inside was a small
cockpit and a modified XLR motor, bored and stroked to 1,cc cubic inches. The engine ran on
70 percent nitro-methane. His recorded speed of A unique year for Sportsters; was the last year
of the cc and first year of the new engine cases. The distributor was moved from the right-side
engine case to inside the gear-case, now employing an automatic advance mechanism to aid
starting. The fiberglass seat and tail section, known as the 'boat-tail' was available for the
second and last year. Sportsters were converted to a wet clutch setup in As its name implies, a
wet clutch sits in oil, a dry clutch does not. Wet clutches are quieter, but are a harder pull at the
clutch lever. By , Harley-Davidson was selling an average of 6, Sportsters annually, which was
triple the amount from a decade ago. And in that time, the Ironhead's fan-base had widened
deeply. On one end were the racers, who loved its tourquey power and the endless ways to
squeeze out more. On the other end were the customizers, who embraced the clean, integrated
symmetry of the compact V-twin engine. To keep up with the litre-bikes that Japan was offering,
the Sportster motor received a bump in size in The increase also gave a more optimum
bore-to-stroke ratio, resulting in a smoother running motor. Power was also increased, pushing
top-speeds past mph. Quarter-mile times dropped into the mid-thirteens, and by removing the
stock exhaust baffles, another half-second could be gained. The Sportster for saw several other
changes. Prone to vapor lock when the engine was hot, the complex Tillotson carburetor was
dropped in favor of the simpler Bendix unit. The new carb also sat closer to the motor, causing
less of an obstruction to the rider's right knee. Seat padding was reduced to give a lower ride
height. Sales for the Sportster nearly doubled from the previous year, with just under 18, units
sold. In , the Sportster frame was modified. The steel castings were eliminated, and replaced
with steel straps which covered the two frame tubes having the open holes. These two holes
previously held the supports for the original solo seat. Your Ironhead's generator really doesn't

charge the battery until engine rpm is considerably higher than idle. Trips that are less than
miles are typically not enough to recharge the battery's losses from starting. Consider
upgrading to a trouble-free aftermarket generator like Cycle-Electric. The Cycle Electric
generator is a complete 12V charging system with a built-in regulator, simple two-wire hookup,
higher output, and longer service life. It's the last generator you will have to buy for your bike! A
front disc brake replaced the drum brake in Fork tube diameters were increased to 35mm,
manufactured first by Kayaba and then by Showa. The 35mm forks had a "pie-slice" brake
caliper and cloverleaf rotor, and would later be fitted with dual-disc calipers. Also this year, the
frame was modified, with the steel casting eliminated and replaced with steel straps which
covered the two upright frame tubes having the open holes. These two holes held the supports
for the original solo seat. Harley-Davidson was now just one of dozens of divisions in a
corporation, and quality control was becoming an issue. Production total for all model
Sportsters was 19, units. Under the control of AMF, build-quality seemed secondary. To
increase profits, the corporation began streamlining production and cutting the workforce. This
led to a day strike by union workers. With the influx of quicker and cheaper Japanese bikes,
Harley-Davidson's share of the cc and larger motorcycle market had fallen to 21 percent. In ,
new federal regulations required all motorcycles sold in America to have left-side shift and
right-side brake controls. Other bikes that switched from right to left shift were the Triumph
Bonneville and Norton Commando. AMF's remedy was to continue using the existing engine
cases and route the gear-shift linkage across the back of the engine, thus avoiding the expense
of re-tooling. New cases were eventually fitted in Approximately 5, Sportsters were produced in
To help celebrate America's th Birthday, Harley-Davidson offered special Bicentennial Edition
models, with commemorative decals applied to the gas and oil tanks. Later in the year,
Sportster models switched from Bendix to Keihin carburetors. In an effort to re-capture some of
its lost market, two new Sportster models were offered in The first was the XLT, set up in
touring style with a thicker seat, touring handlebars, saddlebags, and windshield. It was also
geared higher, and carried a larger 3. Redesigned engines cases for featured a new geroter oil
pump, which was not interchangeable with models. Main bearings were also changed, also not
interchangeable with earlier models. In , the Motor Company offered very limited "Confederate
Edition" motorcycles. Essentially decals-only in difference from standard models, the "Stars
and Bars" flag adorned gas tanks and fender. The factory brochure proclaimed the Sportster as
the "quickest, most powerful, most agile yet. Other Sportster models now benefited the Cafe
Racer's dual-disc front brakes and cast aluminum wheels, as well as having Siamesed exhaust
pipes, boosting torque and mid-range horsepower. Longer stroke rear shocks helped increase
rider and passenger comfort. To commemorate Harley-Davidson's 75th year in production, a
special-edition Sportster was offered, featuring midnight-black paint highlighted by gold trim,
gold cast-aluminum wheels, and limited-edition anniversary graphics. Sales for topped 17,
units, the highest in Ironhead Sportster history. Valve guides were changed to cast-iron to
provide better lubrication to the valve stems. Also for , the mechanical rear drum brake was
replaced with a hydraulic disc brake. This would be the last year of the kick-start only Sportster.
Only XLCH models were sold. With a large, dual rear seat and short sissy bar, the XLS was
decidedly un-Sportster like, and curiously named the "Roadster". A large percentage of old
Harleys have been "customized" through the decades. This is why, when you find an old bike
that's original or not that far off, the best thing to do is restore it correctly or consider selling it
to someone who will. Looking back over the decade, the Sportster had come a long way. It was
still a great looking, powerful street-bike, and more reliable than ever. At pounds and sporting a
59" wheelbase, cornering was not its strong suit, but a low center of gravity made the bike easy
to manage, even when cruising slow. The softly sprung suspension gave a firm but comfortable
ride at highway speeds. Included is engine oil, transmission oil, drain plug O-ring, and oil filter.
Your choice of mineral or synthetic oils. Refine your search. Custom 2. Electric 1. Google Ads.
Refine search. Glendale, CA 2 years ebay. Complete tear down to bare frame,then frame
modified to hard tail goose neck front,larger back bone and head. Following the sale, we will
invoice for the service fee and any balance due through paypal and we will mail the required
paperwork. Original, signed copies must be returned in enclosed postage paid envelope before
the title is assigned and mailed and before the item will be shipped. Wisconsin residents may
require electronic processing of form mv11 and are subject to sales tax and additional fees. If i
miss something in the description it is an honest mistake i would never intentionally
misrepresent parts - it just isn't worth it. Issues can always be worked out - we would rather fix
issues than lose a customer. Shipping:shipping charges and quotes include postage and
handling and are an estimate based on the item weight and size using usps or ups rates. Most
packages are shipped usps or ups. Parts are shipped every week day, excluding holidays.
Boxes may require additional postage. I do combine shipping when possible limited by size,

weight and fragile nature of item. I do offer international shipping; for quotes please send a
message through the item. Most international parts will be shipped usps priority. We do not see
notes left in the order details or invoices, only messages sent through e-bay. General:please
don't ask to end auction early, i will not, they run to the end. Unpaid item reminders are
automatically opened after the three day period. Seller's comments and description: harley
davidson xlch sportster original museum quality collector piece rare. Details conditionyear:
used contact seller. It does have some small blemishes on top of the tank and a dent in the rear
fender that is hidden by the seat. Seller's Comments and Description: In my opinion this bike is
in exceptional condition for an original, not restored motorcycle. I do not know much about the
bike: someone was going to make it into a bobber but i stopped them. I bought the bike to save
it from being chopped, and am now offering it for sale, with the hope that someone will restore
or at least leave the bike in its original state. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy. Images are
general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. The fabled Harley-Davidson
Sportster was developed from a smaller and fairly unpopular Harley called Model K that was
built from It was aimed at the European imports but failed to gain favor as did similar efforts by
Indian. The 45 cubic inch side-valve V-twin engine developed 30 bhp, and despite being
lightened it was difficult to reach 80 mph. The issue of performance was very much resolved in ,
however, with the introduction of the overhead-valve XL Sportster. The cc engine now produced
40 bhp and the engine and gearbox were unit construction, with the latter easily accessible
through a side cover. The rear shocks were of the automotive type and even gave enough travel
for off-road use. Further improvements in to the engine included higher compression, domed
pistons, larger ports, and larger valves. By , high-lift cams could push a Sportster to mph, and
the quarter mile was possible in under 14 seconds. In , Hi-Fi colors offered endless
combinations, and staggered shorty exhausts arrived in Fork brackets and motor mounts were
available in alloy in , and alloy front hubs were fitted in In , the Sportster got a volt ignition, and
electric start and new front forks followed in That year the motor produced 58 bhp. A wet clutch
followed in and the V-twin was punched out to 1,cc in , approaching 70 bhp. The image of a
low-slung sportster cruising the Interstate is about as American as apple pie. For all Hagerty
Insurance clients: The values shown do not imply coverage in this amount. In the event of a
claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy declarations page is the amount your vehicle s is
covered for, even if the value displayed here is different. If you would like to discuss your
Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Motorcycle 2-cyl. Get a Quote. Model Overview
Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. History of the
Harley-Davidson Sportster The fabled Harley-Davidson Sportster was developed from a smaller
and fairly unpopular Harley called Model K that was built from Have rebuild receipts. Make
Harley-Davidson. XLCH with records that date back to the late 70s. On a scale of 10 I feel it's a 7
runs excellent and looks very good with only a couple dings, can send pictures of anything
requested. Also have original 2person seat. Model Sportster. Everything else custom. If you're
looking for a sportster as an inexpensive Harley, this bike is not for you. Andrews c-grind cams.
Andrews gears in the gearbox with a Trock cast iron trapdoor. Original heads with no cracks
completely re-machined with new guides, seals and Manley stainless valves. New old stock
Lockhart oil cooler. The only parts of the original engine that were reused were the cases,
heads, cam side engine cover and oil pump body -- everything else new -- no exceptions. Starts
with kicks when cold every time, 1 kick when warm, runs flawlessly. Big carb on a small
displacement motor drinks gas, but the engine pulls hard enough under acceleration that you
really have to hold on tight. Lots of powder coating. Frame and tins have two coats: base coat
for color, and matte clear second coat. Fork lowers and trees are shaved and powder coated
black. V-twin chrome drag bars, clutch lever and front master cylinder. Chrome V-Twin oil tank.
Chrome V-Twin forward controls with stainless actuating rods. Currently no bitch pad on rear
fender, but custom folding passenger pegs are in place. Custom aluminum battery box. Custom
stainless rear axle plates. Custom sissy bar. Real leather V-Twin solo tractor seat. See photos
for details -- last image is my lumbar spine, so don't ask why I'm selling. Shipping is the
responsibility of the buyer, but I will assist any way I can. Bike sold where is, as is, no warranty
implied, but inspections are welcome. During inspection, I can start and run the bike and will
happily let someone watch me ride as much as they deem necessary. No one will ride this bike
unless the sale price is in my hand in cash, so don't ask. Questions are welcome, but don't
waste our time with low offers. If it doesn't sell in a month, I'll lower the price then -- not before.
Brought it home put a battery in it and did a tune-up and cleaned it up some. It runs great and
would be a good candidate for a restoration. These old Sporties are getting hard to find in this
condition. Engine sounds good, doesn't smoke, tires are good, and the body work is pretty
good but the styling is a little dated. Has a custom front end with dual Performance Machine
calipers, the rear brake is stock but it's been chromed along with the hub and swing arm. Take a

look at the pics, ash questions, again it's a good start to a cool restoration. The bike has a been
modified with the addition of a battery ignition, I have the magneto and will include it if you
choose the buy it now price of The belly numbers match and the speedo drive is intact, I don't
see any case repairs. The frame horns for the original seat tee have been cut off and the frame
has been molded with bondo. This is a kick only bike,. Model Sportster XLH. Original paint,
windshield, crash bars, saddle bags, sunglass pouch, and letter from the factory. Bike was last
registered in but has been started within the past 2 years. Bike is kick start only which is too
much for this old man, needs TLC bike too. Make Yamaha. Model M This M50 Sport was my first
bike. I bought it new in early Has been sitting in a barn for 15 years. Gas tank needs work and
gaskets replacing. Comes with original Harley Saddle bags for this model. Approximately miles.
Just waiting to be restored! Looking to sell or trade for a good condition used Harley Sportster
or like model. I was told that less than 50 were made for the Military. They were used primarily
for parades and escorts. They were ridden and used for parts to keep others running and then
scrapped. This is the only survivor I have found other than a XLA a couple of years ago. This
bike does not run. It was taken completely apart in preparation for restoration. I have not put all
the parts back on the bike. I have a picture of all the parts I have for the bike. All the wiring has
been removed but included. The motor turns over freely but needs a complete overhaul. The
bike also is in need of a total restoration. Once finished and done right this bike could be a
priceless museum piece. The bike has a clear North Carolina Title. It has been signed off by the
previous owner and notarized. It is for a collector. The auction has a buy now price of best offer.
The bike is in Walnut, CA. If you want it, you should make an offer ASAP. I may be interested in
trading for something. The only parts of the original engine that were reused were the cases,
heads, cam side engine cover and oil pump body â€” everything else new â€” no exceptions.
This is real hard for me, letting go of a part of me. Almost think I need an adoption agency, for
my baby! So here's the facts. I bought this bike in from the hog shop in Sacramento. I have the
receipt showing purchase price and signed by Armando Magri Google him. Bike is in
un-restored condition, completely stock. Everything on this bike is old except the tires, oil, and
gas. Cases have never been cracked opened , heads have never been off. I do think a valve job
would be good as the compression on the rear cylinder is down. Front was , rear I've done this
on my other bikes and it is quite simple. Starts and runs wonderful. Stopping is always optional
with those original brakes. Paint is original. Speedo needle has vibrated off. I have two other,
more comfortable seats. CHP was the first owner of this bike, then the dealer Magri for resale to
me. Numbers do match. This bike gets attention even in though its not all sparkly. Please
contact Bob Thanks for looking. Thousand Oaks, CA. Alamo Heights, TX. Gresham, OR.
Ridgefield, WA. Memphis, TN. Cheyenne, WY. North Fork, CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save
search. Motorcycles for Sale Harley Sportster. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted
Over 1 Month. Year Make Harley-Davidson Model -. Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month.
Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Let's Trade! Make Harley-Davidson 7 Yamaha 1.
Category Beta Bobber Motorcycles 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily
Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Have rebuild receipts. Make Harley-Davidson. XLCH with
records that date back to the late 70s. On a scale of 10 I feel it's a 7 runs excellent and looks
very good with only a couple dings, can send pictures of anything requested. Also have original
2person seat. Model Sportster. Everything else custom. If you're looking for a sportster as an
inexpensive Harley, this bike is not for you. Andrews c-grind cams. Andrews gears in the
gearbox with a Trock cast iron trapdoor. Original heads with no cracks completely re-machined
with new guides, seals and Manley stainless valves. New old stock Lockhart oil cooler. The only
parts of the original engine that were reused were the cases, heads, cam side engine cover and
oil pump body -- everything else new -- no exceptions. Starts with kicks when cold every time, 1
kick when warm, runs flawlessly. Big carb on a small displacement motor drinks gas, but the
engine pulls hard enough under acceleration that you really have to hold on tight. Lots of
powder coating. Frame and tins have two coats: base coat for color, and matte clear second
coat. Fork lowers and trees are shaved and powder coated black. V-twin chrome drag bars,
clutch lever and front master cylinder. Chrome V-Twin oil tank. Chrome V-Twin forward controls
with stainless actuating rods. Currently no bitch pad on rear fender, but custom folding
passenger pegs are in place. Custom aluminum battery box. Custom stainless rear axle plates.
Custom sissy bar. Real leather V-Twin solo tractor seat. See photos for details -- last image is
my lumbar spine, so don't ask why I'm selling. Shipping is the responsibility of the buyer, but I
will assist any way I can. Bike sold where is, as is, no warranty implied, but inspections are
welcome. During inspection, I can start and run the bike and will happily let someone watch me
ride as much as they deem necessary. No one will ride this bike unless the sale price is in my
hand in cash, so don't ask. Questions are welcome, but don't waste our time with low offers. If it
doesn't sell in a month, I'll lower the price then -- not before. Model Sportster XLH. Original

paint, windshield, crash bars, saddle bags, sunglass pouch, and letter from the factory. Bike
was last registered in but has been started within the past 2 years. Bike is kick start only which
is too much for this old man, needs TLC bike too. Make Yamaha. Brought it home put a battery
in it and did a tune-up and cleaned it up some. It runs great and would be a good candidate for a
restoration. These old Sporties are getting hard to find in this condition. Engine sounds good,
doesn't smoke, tires are good, and the body work is pretty good but the styling is a little dated.
Has a custom front end with dual Performance Machine calipers, the rear brake is stock but it's
been chromed along with the hub and swing arm. Take a look at the pics, ash questions, again
it's a good start to a cool restoration. The bike has a been modified with the addition of a battery
ignition, I have the magneto and will include it if you choose the buy it now price of The belly
numbers match and the speedo drive is intact, I don't see any case repairs. The frame horns for
the original seat tee have been cut off and the frame has been molded with bondo. This is a kick
only bike,. Model M This M50 Sport was my first bike. I bought it new in early Has been sitting in
a barn for 15 years. Gas tank needs work and gaskets replacing. Comes with original Harley
Saddle bags for this model. Approximately miles. Just waiting to be restored! Looking to sell or
trade for a good condition used Harley Sportster or like model. I was told that less than 50 were
made for the Military. They were used primarily for parades and escorts. They were ridden and
used for parts to keep others running and then scrapped. This is the only survivor I have found
other than a XLA a couple of years ago. This bike does not run. It was taken completely apart in
preparation for restoration. I have not put all the parts back on the bike. I have a picture of all
the parts I have for the bike. All the wiring has been removed but included. The motor turns over
freely but needs a complete overhaul. The bike also is in need of a total restoration. Once
finished and done right this bike could be a priceless museum piece. The bike has a clear North
Carolina Title. It has been signed off by the previous owner and notarized. It is for a collector.
The auction has a buy now price of best offer. The bike is in Walnut, CA. If you want it, you
should make an offer ASAP. I may be interested in trading for something. Make Honda. Model
Shadow RS. Bought motorcycle brand new May with 2 miles. Has under miles now. Brand new
condition, not a scratch on it. Beautiful bike. Similar to a Sportster. Selling bike as I have found
it is too big for me. Please call for specifics. The only parts of the original engine that were
reused were the cases, heads, cam side engine cover and oil pump body â€” everything else
new â€” no exceptions. This is real hard for me, letting go of a part of me. Almost think I need
an adoption agency, for my baby! So here's the facts. I bought this bike in from the hog shop in
Sacramento. I have the receipt showing purchase price and signed by Armando Magri Google
him. Bike is in un-restored condition, completely stock. Everything on this bike is old except the
tires, oil, and gas. Cases have never been cracked opened , heads have never been off. I do
think a valve job wo
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uld be good as the compression on the rear cylinder is down. Front was , rear I've done this on
my other bikes and it is quite simple. Starts and runs wonderful. Stopping is always optional
with those original brakes. Paint is original. Speedo needle has vibrated off. I have two other,
more comfortable seats. CHP was the first owner of this bike, then the dealer Magri for resale to
me. Numbers do match. This bike gets attention even in though its not all sparkly. Please
contact Bob Thanks for looking. Gresham, OR. Burnet, TX. Ridgefield, WA. Easton, PA. Mill
Valley, CA. Alamo, CA. Earleville, MD. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for
Sale Sportster. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Harley-Davidson Model -. Category - Engine Posted
Over 1 Month. Let's Trade! Make Harley-Davidson 7 Honda 1 Yamaha 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear
Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

